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AUDITOR GENERAL’S REPORT 2014/15 
It was stated in the Auditor General’s Report 2014/15 that TWK although having received a Unqualified 
Audit report some items had been flagged with “Findings”. This is mentioned under the heading of 
concerns about the Supply Management as well as the Financial Health of the TWK municipality.  Our 
query was specifically about the two issues highlighted by the AG.  

1. R 43 mil in respect of irregular expenditure. 
2. R .003 mil in Wasteful expenditure. 

 
The following received from TWK in response to the Ward 2 Forum’s query of the “Findings” highlighted 
by the AG: 

Attached hereto please find a copy of the AG’s report for your attention. 

An extract of the AFS in relation to fruitless and wasteful expenditure as well as irregular expenditure 
explaining the nature of the expenditure is presented below: 
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The MFMA section 116 states that a contract or agreement procured through the Supply Chain 
Management System must be in writing. The municipality had entered into a couple of contracts for the 
construction of housing top structures, which contracts were not extended before it lapsed. The delays 
were caused by circumstances beyond the control of the municipality and the contractors and the 
contractors were allowed to complete the project albeit after the expiry of the contract. The parties 
intended to extend the contract but such extension was not recorded in writing, hence there was non-
compliance with section 116(1) of the MFMA. It should be noted however that no losses were suffered 
and that value for money was received.  

With regards to the financial health of the municipality, the AG has a number of ratios which are being 
used to determine the financial health of a municipality. If one of the ratios are below the norm, the AG 
would express concern about the financial health. The Municipal Council and Management is also 
concerned about the financial health but there has been considerable improvement in the financial health 
of the municipality over the past four years.  

We thank Dave Louw of TWK (Director: Finance) for the prompt and efficient manner in which our query 
had been dealt with.  

However, the following the following questions that have arisen out of the information received, these 
have been forwarded to TWKM for further clarification: 

1. Auditor General’s Report section 44.3 

The ‘irregular expenditure’ of R43 m over two years (2014 and 2015), arising from housing 
contracts that are said to have been completed to satisfactory quality, but late according to the 
contracts, is nonsense unless there is a reason given for the expenditure – what exactly 
constitutes the R43 m?  

2. Audit Report: 

Section 8: R118 m not collected, R76.8 from service charges, in one year is a huge amount that 
must affect cash flow significantly. Presumably, this means that TWKM have had to pay for the 
services under contract (water, electricity) so that this money is lost? Confirm which services or 
products and why the money has not been collected. How much is due from the indigent sector 
for services above the free allowances? 

3. Section 10:  

Exactly what was the R12 m capital ‘under-spend’? How much was brought forward to the next 
year? 
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4. Section 19: 

It states that no information was available to assess the usefulness and reliability of 
performances against 4 specific objectives. Does this mean deliberate omission of required data? 
If so, why could it not be produced later, on demand by the AG?  

 

 

Ward 2 Forum Team 

 

Additional Reading: Document can be found on the Ward 2 Forum Website. 

Report of the auditor-general to the Western Cape Provincial Parliament and the council on 
Theewaterskloof Municipality. 
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